


From power cords and BX whips to complex control and main harnesses,  
Conductive provides global appliance manufacturers with a comprehensive  
product line to power up complete appliances. With an expansive domestic and  
international power cord approval schemes and full vertical integration from  
copper fabrication to raw cable extrusion to complete assemblies, Conductive 
delivers a one stop complete cabling solutions for the appliance manufacturers

Home Appliance 

Conductive’s fast turn, high volume wiring 
harness division provides major appliance
manufacturers a value advantage in today’s 
competitive market place. With the support
of its vertically integrated high tempera-
ture lead wire and cable facility, Conductive  
provides home appliance manufacturers a 
complete one stop solution for all its cabling
needs. Conductive’s appliance industry team

i help customers speed product launches with 
harness and connector design support right 
from the start. With dedicated engineering 
support, designing a harness and efficient 
routing is now a worry free task. From high 
temperature burner and igniter harnesses 
to grommet seal, odor free harnesses for  
refrigerators, Conductive is the leader in  
appliance harnessing solutions



Conductive offers one of the most comprehensive lines of 
NEMA power cords in North America. From common 5-15P 
household configuations to high voltage and high current  
industrial twist lock configuations, Conductive has a power 
cord for every application.

North American Power Cords

Power Cords - International
The preferred partner for global home appliance manufacturers. 
With internationally approved power cords and comprehensive  
international plug configurations, manufacturers for the global  
market can now find a complete solutions in one source.

Power Cords - Range & Dryer
Providing major appliance manufacturers with a complete range of 
Range and Dryer cords for OEM or aftermarket sales applications.

Power Cords-Mobile Appliance
Conductive is the #1 brand in high performance power cords  
in North America. Conductive’s comprehensive product lines  
coupled with custom design engineering support provides mobile  
appliance manufacturers with a product designed especially for  
mobile appliances.      

AWM-High Temp 
Our lead wire division supplies the industry with a complete line of 
thermoset , 125, 150 and 200C high temperature wires for appliance 
and harnessing applications.

Burner Harnesses
Supporting cooking appliance manufacturers with a line of high 
temp burner and igniter harnesses. Cooking appliance harnesses are 
designed to optimize routing and optimize use of high temperature 
wires at strategic locations. High temperature tapes and harnessing 
solutions ensure quick and reliable assembly to prevent hot spots 
and minimize safety concerns.

Wire Harness-BX
Conductive is the only wiring harness manufacturer with its own 
line of metallic conduits for BX whips and harnesses. Coupled with 
quick snap fittings and wire protectors, Conductive BX harnesses are  
designed for fast and easy installation in large appliances.
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